


Ten Locks are importers and distributors of a portfolio of products, 
driving sales and building brand awareness with a UK audience.

Our brands are premium, authentic and credible, 
with a compelling point of difference.

Established in 2020, our independently-owned, people-first business is led 
by drinks experts who love brands and their power to galvanise for good







Pea and Proud

Pod pea vodka, made with British peas, celebrates the best of local brilliance and 
the delicious power of the pea whilst protecting our planet.

Quintessentially British

Greatness can be found close to home so Pod sources what they can locally and 
sustainably. Take our bottle for example, made from UK sourced sand – keeping 
carbon footprint low – and using glass destined for further processing, resulting 
in less waste and using less energy.

That’s why the Pod bottles vary slightly in colour but not in its commitment to 
being green. Like the pea, our bottles are perfectly imperfect.

People, Purpose, Planet

With a focus on our Three P’s it was imperative that Pod embodied the Ten 
Locks ethos. Pod has been carefully considered, to be here for a good time and a 
long time.



Pod Pea Vodka

Made from 100% British peas, Pod starts out from field to bottle. Our peas are 
turned into flour and then fermented for up to 7 weeks, followed by a single 
distillation in our bespoke copper still in our homeland, Manchester. Our still is 
steam heated which means we release lower C02 emissions, and it also uses 
less energy. We also use local water from the nearby Lake district to ensure 
Pod is made with the purest ingredients.

A truly individual, flavourful, modern vodka. Expect sweet, vegetal pea notes 
with a touch of citrus, a light savoury tone and silky finish.

Pod can be enjoyed simply topped with soda for the Easy-peasy, or mixed into 
cocktails like the MartiPea, Bloody Mary or Petit Pois Fizz. 

70cl / 40% ABV





To do something very simple, but do it to perfection.

Setting out to create the very definition of what a London Dry Gin should be,
Lind & Lime is a Scottish gin by The Lind & Lime Gin Distiller in Leith, Edinburgh.

Provenance

This gin tells a story about the remarkable distilling, industrial and 
scientific heritage of our home, which for centuries was Scotland’s gateway to the 
world.

Balance

With its heart rooted in ‘Balance’ and that’s not just about producing 
perfectly distilled gin. It’s also about being respectful of both Leith’s heritage and 
being sympathetic to protecting the planet we all live on.
Produced with 100% organic ingredients.
Distilled with 100% clean electricity.
Packaged with 100% plastic free materials.



Lind & Lime Gin

The watchword in the creation of Lind & Lime was ‘Balance’. This concept, 
borrowed from the world of wine, dictates that every flavour in our gin should 
work in delicate harmony, without a single dominant characteristic. 

A classic London Dry Gin with a delicate balance of juniper and lime with the 
gentle spice of pink peppercorns.

70cl / 44% ABV





From The Land We Belong To

A concept borne from a time when indigenous people roamed the land of 
Australia - an idea that you do not own the land but are merely custodians of it. 

Uniquely Craft Australian Gin

Applewood create signature Australian flavours and educate consumers to 
elevate their perception of native produce. Passionate about using the most 
unique ingredients produced on earth and supporting farmers who opt for 
more sustainable farming methods, crops and orchards. 

Positive Impact

Applewood are awarded B-Corp certification, the highest verified standards of 
social and environmental performance, transparency and accountability which 
shows an outstanding commitment to our planet.



Applewood Gin 
Applewood’s, award winning, original innovation. A grape spirit base 
with a botanical-rich profile of rare desert limes, native wattleseed and 
aromatic peppermint gum leaf, amongst the 20 fresh and sustainably farmed 
ingredients.
Mix with good quality dry tonic and garnish with lemon peel and wild thyme or 
lemon thyme – or put a fresh twist on some of the classic gin cocktails.
50cl / 43% ABV

Applewood Coral 
Pink gin with a difference. Inspired by the captivating Australian seascape. 
Coral gin has the aromatics of strawberry gum, fragrant spice of riberries & 
salinity of karkalla.

Profits from this gin supports the restoration of the Great Barrier Reef. 
50cl / 43% ABV





With Hearts On Sleeves
The heart of The Salford Rum Company is in celebrating the heritage of 
Salford Docks. Which in the 1900’s, was as busy as any UK port - with rum a 
significant import. With great pride for Salford, the bottle features a specially 
designed map by Manchester artist "DaveDraws“ with Salford, no more, being 
just a "Dirty Old Town“. 

Driven to Innovate
A leader in innovation - Salford Original Rum is distilled, blended and bottled 
in Manchester.

Passion for Community
With genuine commitment to the local community The Salford Rum Company 
have a hands on approach and commitment to giving back to the local 
community whether it be the youth groups at ‘Salford Lads Club’ or supporting 
LGBTQ+ initiatives via their limited “Pride” edition.



Salford Original Rum

Produced to a unique recipe this rum is distilled, blended and bottled in Manchester. Inspired by 
imports into Salford this rum delivers a blend of warm spices, nutmeg, cinnamon and ginger, 
combined with sweet vanilla notes and a hint of maple. This is a very smooth, enjoyable sipping rum.

70cl / 40% ABV

Salford Dark Spice Rum

Combining specially selected pot and column distilled rums from the  Caribbean that have been 
matured for up to 8 years in ex-Bourbon, American white oak casks. A distinct spice blend with notes 
of vanilla, coconut, burnt caramel and cloves, deliver this delicious dark spiced rum 

70cl / 40% ABV  (also available in gift box: 20CL & Salford Rum Black Map Print Enamel Mug)

Salford Honey Rum 
The third addition to the Salford Rum range, made with a single origin pot and column distilled rum 
that is blended and bottled under two miles from the famous docks using real Salford honey. The 
result is a glorious, smooth honey rum with natural sweet and floral notes, which when coupled with 
the deep intensity of the rum creates a well-balanced flavour with notes of honeycomb, caramel and 
butterscotch.

50cl 37.5%ABV





The Forgotten Story 
A refreshing new take on rum inspired by The Islands of Gods. Using Indonesian 
sugar cane from where cane originated, Nusa Caña is blended for today’s tastes 
– where ancient days meet modern nights.

Tropical Island Rum
Javanese sugar cane molasses + natural forest filtered water + red rice yeast are 
slowly fermented, resulting in a liquid distilled twice in antique pot stills and 
matured in large Javanese teak wood barrels.

Dedication to Sustainability 
The bottle is 100 per cent recyclable thanks to a new ROPP (roll-on-pilfer-proof) 
cap. Every Nusa Caña label is made from recycled sugarcane pulp, a by-product 
of the production process.
Nusa Caña’s sustainable credentials stretch beyond its packaging: using 
sugarcane sourced from a BONSUCRO approved supplier (an organisation that 
promotes sustainable sugar cane production). 



Nusa Caña Tropical Island Rum
Designed to let the funky flavours of Indonesian rum shine.
Vibrant notes of cane, young coconut - moving to mature dry wood, toasted 
banana leaf and hints of vanilla. Perfect for tropical cocktails and long drinks. 
70cl / 37.5% ABV

Nusa Caña Spiced Island Rum
The only spiced rum inspired by Indonesia’s ‘Spice Islands’ - where nutmeg 
and clove originated. Ginger, coffee & cacao are wrapped up in the sweetness 
of pineapple alongside those warm spices. This award winning rum is perfect 
in long drinks, cocktails and punches.
70cl / 40% ABV





True Caribbean Love
Born out of a love for the Caribbean. Diablesse’s mission is to enchant the 
connoisseur, tempt the rum virgin and convert gin lovers with small batch, hand 
selected rums from the Caribbean.

With a Heart in Innovation
Diablesse produce rums with innovative expressions and a fresh and 
contemporary approach. Sourcing rum from highly respected distilleries 
including; Four Square, Worthy Park and the Diamond Distillers - Diablesse
experiment beyond the boundary of mere blender and one of the few honoured 
rum brands allowed to highlight this fact. 

Female Forward
Figure-headed by an enigmatic and powerful female character, Diablesse. This 
independent, female owned business, based in Manchester, boldly and proudly 
supports strong women, while remaining inclusive of all people achieving their 
potential.



Golden

The perfect blend of three authentic rums with real provenance. 
Rums from Barbados, Jamaica and Guyana create a flavoursome and surprisingly dry rum. The expected 
sweetness comes via fruit cake, stone fruit, chocolate and butterscotch tones. But this is balanced with 
coconut & light oak flavours to provide a truly unique rum.
70cl / 40% ABV

Clementine Spiced
The world’s first Clementine Rum.

A single origin demerara rum from Guyana is uniquely spiced with notes of clementine alongside the 
warm spices of; ginger, cinnamon, star anise, pimento & clove. This new flavour profile delivers inspired 
drink serves.

70cl / 40% ABV

Coconut and Hibiscus

Totally unique and is the only one of its kind in the world.
100% natural, this rum is flavoured with fresh coconut and floral hibiscus with notes of frangipane and 
maraschino cherries. Made with Demerara rum from GUYANA’S famous Diamond Distillery using 
traditional pot and column methods dating back hundreds of years.
70cl / 38% ABV





Mexico’s Best Kept Secret.

Every Drop - A Celebration of Passion and Heritage...

Named in honour of the people of Tequila, El Tequileño was founded in 1959 by Don Jorge
Salles Cuervo with a vision to create only the finest tequila. Sixty years later, El Tequileño is 
made in the same place using the same recipe by the grandson of Don Jorge.

Traditional Techniques

A true respect for ingredients and techniques - from using the finest Blue Agave developed 
in the premium growing region of Los Altos de Jalisco, combined with natural volcanic 
spring water. Both of these key components are processed with open fermentation, 
influenced by 150 year old mango trees and twice-distilled in copper pot stills. 

Reducing Waste
El Tequileño takes pride in their sustainability efforts. 98% of the distillery residuals from 
production are recycled and turned into natural fertilizer for the next generation of agaves. In 
addition, El Tequileño are leading the conservation efforts of the spring water from the 
Volcán de Tequila. 



El Tequileño – Blanco

‘Tequila doesn’t have to be 100% agave’ *
This award winning Blanco is made up of 71% Agave (Blue Webber), 20% Piloncillo a high 
quality bi-product of sugar cane and 9% Sugar cane.

La Capilla, the oldest bar in Tequila, one of the 50 best bars in the world and the birthplace of the 
famous “Batanga” cocktail use El Tequileno Blanco. It’s the bar’s ‘house pour’ tequila.

50cl /38% ABV

El Tequileño - Reposado 

Equally awarded as Blanco – Reposado is 100% Blue Webber agave rested in American Oak for 3 
months. Sweet, rich agave flavour with hints of vanilla make it perfect for a margarita, paloma, or 
your favourite tequila cocktail. Equally, Reposado can be sipped on its own.

50cl /38% ABV



El Tequileño Platinum
100% agave and left to mellow for 14 days in large American oak barrels which gives it a more rounded and balanced 
complexity of flavours that include cooked agave, light honey, fruit and spice.
AROMA Cooked agave, herbal, delicate nuances of anis and black pepper.
TASTE Slight spiciness, savoury with a delicate finish.
ENJOY Neat or on the rocks. Makes a phenomenal margarita.
70cl / 40% ABV

El Tequileño Reposado Gran Reserva
100% premium grown mature Blue Agave from the Highlands of Jalisco. A marriage of El Tequileño’s finest 
reposados and exclusive Reserve Anejos give this tequila great depth and complexity.
AROMA Banana, caramelized pear, nutmeg, vanilla and caramel.
TASTE Light oak, vanilla, spicy, toffee, macadamia nuts.
ENJOY On the rocks, or in a Mexican Old Fashioned.
70cl / 40% ABV

El Tequileño Añejo Gran Reserva 
Rested for 8 months in American Oak and then blended with our Reserve Añejo tequilas. Our Añejo Gran Reserva is a 
blend of American and French Oak combined with some of our Reserve Extra Añejo tequilas.
Aroma: Oak, vanilla, Orange, Cooked Agave
TASTE: Sweet oak, vanilla, cooked agave, sweet spices, orange, dried fruit, caramel
ENJOY: It is best enjoyed neat or in a specialized tequila glass
70cl / 40% ABV



El Tequileño Reposado Rare

The world’s first Reposado Rare is a limited release offering.

This exquisite tequila is uniquely aged in a large American Oak barrel, called a Pipón, with a 25,000 litre 

capacity, for 6 years. 

By Mexican law, an Extra Anejo must be aged for a minimum of 3 years in a wooden barrel that holds 600 litres 
or less. 

However, the Reposado category has no specification on barrel size. Therefore, this complex tequila aged for 
as long as an Extra Anejo has exceptional depth on the palate. That being said, is only recognized as a 
Reposado by the governing body, the Consejo Regulador de Tequila (C.R.T) and why the term ‘Rare’ was 
added to indicate the difference.

AROMA Vanilla, honey, subtle touch of black pepper, cooked agave.

TASTE Marzipan, light spiciness with notes of sweet agave and oak.

ENJOY Neat.

70cl / 40% ABV





BANHEZ means “bliss”
Heritage and heart are the key components for the award winning mezcal, Banhez. 
Creating somewhat of a utopia, founder, Francisco Javier Perez Cruz has worked to 
improve lives in his beautiful hometown, Oaxaca, Mexico, now and for generations to 
come.
Generations of Tradition
An 8 step process begins with organically grown agaves, surrounded by wildlife to 
keep the crops healthy and give a unique flavour impression. Followed by artisanal 
techniques, earthen wood-fire ovens lined with local river stone, tahonas pulled by 
horses, natural fermentation and small-batch distillation make this a truly hand 
crafted product.
Working Together –The Co-Op
A collective of individuals, families and communities work together under the banner, 
UPADEC, a co-operative, to produce Banhez. All involved, in some form contribute to 
the cultivation of agave and the production of the mezcal. UPADEC is not the only co-
op in Oaxaca but it is one of the largest and certified non-profit, exemplifying an 
amazing, sustainable and culturally rich spirit.



Banhez Ensemble – Espadin & Barril
A sustainable blend of cultivated agave (90%Espadin, 10% Barril). A 
percentage of mezcal from various families is sourced and blended to create a 
consistent, quality spirit. By working members to prevent the over-harvesting 
of agaves the co-op provides sustainable income for all.
Sweet and dry with a round body. The mild earthiness and smokey tones serve 
as a backdrop to lime, banana, pineapple and pepper.

This is a spirit that can be served neat to sip and experience or used to create 
the classic Mexican cocktails – with a smokey edge.

70cl / 42% ABV



Banhez Cuishe
Agave: Karwinskii – wild and semi wild 
Growing Period: 8-12 years
Tasting Notes: Tropical fruit, acidic dryness, fresh herbs
70cl / 42% ABV

Banhez Tobala
Agave: Potatorum – wild and semi wild
Growing Period: 8-30 years / Average 16
Tasting Notes: Green mango, leather, fresh green herbs. 
70cl / 47% ABV

Banhez Tepeztate

Agave: Marmorata – wild
Growing Period: 15-30 years / Average 20
Tasting Notes: Earthy, green apple, green pepper, citrus zest
70cl / 47% ABV





Don’t Fit In – Stand Out
Redwood Empire - a line of whiskeys inspired by their home - the unique Northern Californian 
coast and the philosophy of John Muir. A real place, where some of the tallest and oldest 
trees on earth live. This cool climate makes it a perfect place to produce sublime whiskey.

A Customised Approach 
From customised mash builds of corn, rye and wheat and barley from farms across the region. 
To distilling in an innovative micro column still, custom designed, with a 2 column distillation 
process allowing for a finer cut of heads and tails - resulting in a cleaner whiskey. Finally the 
unique combination of barrel blends rested in high charred American cask oak and 
heirloom port & wine barrels makes Redwood Empire’s approach distinct and memorable.

Passionate About Nature 
Influenced by John Muir, renowned naturalist and philosopher who held the belief that nature 
“rejuvenates a person’s spirit” Redwood Empire name each expression after one of the great 
Redwood Forest Big Trees. The geo-coordinates of that tree and an inspiring quote by John 
appear on the bottles label reminding us to stay grounded to the earth.
Redwood Empire are dedicated to protecting the incredible place of giants - by planting a tree 
for every bottle sold. 



Redwood Empire - Pipe Dream - Bourbon Whiskey 

A Double Gold winning bourbon and Redwood Empire’s first bourbon blend of 4yr, 8yr and 12 year old 
bourbons. Using classic American oak with vanilla tones, honey, a little bit of cinnamon and beautiful residual 
sugars from the corn - this is a bourbon done in a Californian way. A true sipping whisky. 

Pipe Dream named after the 14th tallest tree on the planet should inspire us to reach higher in our pursuit of 
excellence.

70cl / 45% ABV

Redwood Empire - Emerald Giant - Rye Whiskey 

Another Double Gold winning whiskey Redwood Empire Emerald Giant is the first rye offering. A 
combination of 3yr and 5year old whiskies in new charred oak barrels. Starting with a 95% rye and 5% malted 
barley mash-bill this is a whiskey full of character. Lots of spice with an exceptionally smooth finish makes it a 
favourite for whiskey cocktails. Notes of orange peel, cinnamon and clove make this a true rye.

Named after the fastest  growing Redwood in the world, Emerald Giant is 1180 years old.
70cl / 45% ABV

Redwood Empire - Lost Monarch – American Whiskey

An award winning bourbon-rye blend named after the world’s largest coastal Redwood tree.
The first & original Redwood Empire whiskey – blending 4yr and 12yr old bourbons with 3yr and 5yr old rye 
whiskies. Great for sipping but the high rye content makes it great for mixing drinks.

Perfect for those who can’t decide whether they fancy a Bourbon or a Rye. 

70cl / 45% ABV





Expertise Personified

SAVOIA, a collection of two vino aperitivos – Rosso and Orancio, created by Italian spirits 
expert Giuseppe Gallo, respected and experienced when it comes to creating and producing 
products that showcases the very best of Italy in liquid form.

Authenticity at it’s Heart

Crafted and bottled in a historic artisanal distillery in Turin, Italy, SAVOIA is made with integrity, 
whilst adopting innovative approaches to superior flavour, and dedication to using 100% 
natural ingredients. 

Balancing Italian heritage with a modern twist

Both SAVOIA, Rosso and Orancio pay tribute to the extraordinary Italian wine 
heritage. SAVOIA Americano Rosso, inspired by the historic “Bitter di Milano” focusses on 
Italian ingredients including artemisia, bitter orange and gentian 
root. While SAVOIA Orancio celebrates the travels of Marco Polo and takes inspiration from the 
East with the use of ginger, saffron and pomegranate.



SAVOIA AMERICANO ROSSO

SAVOIA Americano uniquely combines two very different styles of aperitif, Vermouth and Bitter, 
in one product. . More than 20 hand-selected botanicals, inspired by the historic “Bitter di Milano” 
have been chosen to create a unique and complex ‘Amaro-Dolce” flavour profile. Resulting in a 
complex blend of bitter orange, bergamot and citrus fruits with intense notes of Marsala D.O.C. 
wine offering layers of herbal spice mixed with vanilla, citrus, ginger and dry fruits.

50cl / 18.6% ABV

SAVOIA ORANCIO

SAVOIA Orancio transports the senses with its aromatic citrus notes and harmoniously infused 
spices, evoking the flavours of the East that Marco Polo encountered during his 13th-century 
journey through Asia, as recounted in his legendary tales throughout the silk road. Paired with 
fragrant and complex notes from the use of Orange wine to enrich the amaro-dolce profile.

50cl / 17.2% ABV





Here for a good time & a long time - Sustainable Australian Spirits.

ØKAR Liqueurs showcase the unique native botanicals and culture of Australia. Crafted on Peramangk
country (Aboriginal reference for the Adelaide Hills) for locals everywhere. ØKAR’s mission is to make 
drinks and do business in a way that benefits all, now and into the future.

The ØKAR Way

Proud of the sunburnt country they call home ØKAR’s mission is to create an agricultural demand for 
native Australian plants by crafting great bevvies that reflect Australia’s awesome continent and culture.

Leading with Integrity

Focusing on the how to work better with the agriculture, energy, their waste and the local community 
drives the ØKAR team. For example, ØKAR installed a new 27.23kw solar energy system at the distillery, 
which helps offset their carbon footprint. Currently, it does the job of around 557 trees a year, which is 
gnarly if you ask us!



ØKAR Island Bitters
Bitter in the Front - Party in the Back

Island bitter liqueur is an epic example of some of the rarest and ancient ingredients on 
earth, native to the coastal rainforests of Australia.

Juicy, vibrant and bitter - this little guy is perfect in your next Negroni, or with a bit of 
pineapple and coconut soda for some tropical refreshment.

70cl 24% ABV

ØKAR Mocha
Coffee First - Swoop Later

Coffee culture in Australia is almost a religion, so we've blended some of our favourite 
botanicals together to make a truly unique Australian coffee liqueur. Mexican, Brazilian 
and Papuan coffees blended with Wattleseed, Cacao, Coconut and Davidson Plum, to 
craft a liqueur that ticks all the boxes.

Shake up your next Espresso Martini or pour over ice for the perfect night starter. Try in 
our signature cocktail, The Magpie, for an extra tiki twist!

70cl 20% ABV





The Ultimate Bartender Hack

Created to tap into the global culture cocktail, EasyMixt™, makes cocktail making accessible 
to all, creating consistency and ensuring quality cocktail making. EasyMixt™, will take 
making cocktails at home to the next level and become the ultimate bartender accessory.

Next Level Innovation

A true innovation that enables any bartender to make consistently delicious cocktails 
quickly. A balanced blend of natural citrus distillates, acids and sugar, shake EasyMixt™ in 
equal parts with any spirit to make a perfect cocktail every time. 

Efficient Sustainability

EasyMixt™ is an environmentally friendly solution due to its long shelf life and low carbon 
footprint. At home and in bars, even with the best intentions there is wastage with citrus 
fruit going off. In a high-volume bar service environment EasyMixt™ is a natural solution to 
increase speed of service.



EasyMixt LQR ™
Replicating the creation of bar cocktails by mixing natural citrus distillates – lemon, lime, 
pink, grapefruit and clementine – with a blend of acids and sugars for a full mouth taste 
normally only achieveable by bar professionals using multiple ingredients.

Neutral alcohol is added to 12.5% ABV, both to eliminate the need for preservatives and 
allow EasyMixt™ to replace triple sec as well as citrus and sugar in many cocktails.

It can be used to create 29 of the top 50 selling cocktails* by mixing equal parts of spirit 
and EasyMixt™ before finishing off with the relevant garnishes.

*According to Drinks International.

70cl / 12.5% ABV





A World Beyond Alcohol

Three Spirit offer plant-based alternatives to alcohol. Focused on maximising the functional potency of 
drinks to enhance your mood, rhythm and mind throughout the day and into the night.

Botanical Alchemy

Alchemy is a celebration of what goes into a drink rather than what is taken out. It’s at the heart of 
everything Three Spirit does. Made by plant scientists, world-class bartenders, hedonists & herbalists 
resulting in drinks that taste, feel and do things differently. Combining plants used for centuries in 
ceremonies and potions to stimulate the palate, mind and body.

Kind to People & Planet

A proud B Corp, Three Spirit are committed to improving and prioritising environmentally friendly methods 
across everything they do. They use high-quality plants from only reputable producers, produce in the UK 
and ensure their team, customers and partners are taken care of.



Livener
Exotic, fiery & fun
A perfect pick-me-up and party starter. Powered by guayusa, schisandra and energising plants. 
Watermelon and guayusa freshness give way to ginseng bitterness and floral green herbs, ending with a 
lingering dry finish of rich tannins, hibiscus and an exotic heat on the finish.

Serve – perfect for bright & fresh serves. Simply top with a light tonic or try in a spritz.
50cl

Social Elixir
Dark, bittersweet & curious
A dark herbal elixir to enhance your night with lion’s mane mushroom, yerba mate and damiana. Full-
bodied, bittersweet with flavours from agave, molasses and coconut vinegar.
Serve – with ginger ale, as part of a spritz or shake with coffee for an espresso martini style pick me up.
50cl

Nightcap
Luxurious, decadent & smooth
An indulgent blend to help you relax and unwind with tree saps, aromatic plants and bright spices. Lemon 
balm, valerian and hops entwine with complex notes of wood and spice for a calm, dreamy feeling.
Serve – with a hunk of ice or stir into an old fashioned with your choice of bitters.
50cl





For more information 
please contact:

info@ten-locks.com
0161 333 4300


